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HOME IS WHERE THE REVOLUTION IS
THE MISERY HAS NO END –
as long as the peoples do not put an end to the barbarity of the war against humanity
One cannot close one's eyes to it: To save their bare lives, to escape barbarism and war and its devastation
of entire countries, hundreds of thousands are on the run. On the run to escape their scorched earth, where
they do not seem to be given the option of once again, with their power of revolution, of the proletariat and
of the people, to fight against the imperialist war-mongers together with their very own domestic reaction.
An escape, on which already tens of thousands found their death or find their end in barbed wire, floating in
the Mediterranean Sea, in camps and imprisonment by those, who destroyed their countries or were and still
are the war parties.
One cannot close one's eyes to it: That the imperialist war parties have been waging genocide - whether in
Afghanistan, whether on Arab territory, whether on the terrain of the USSR or other former People's
Republics - for decades, the old imperialist countries, the U.S. as well as German imperialism in association
with the EU and with the active participation of the reaction and counterrevolution of the respective ruined
states and countries, and that the flight of the survivors of war and barbarism ends in one of the greatest
migrations of peoples in the history of mankind, which imperialism can neither stop nor make disappear. No
encirclement, no barbed wire, no border fence and no wall around entire states can stop people who have
looked death in the eye. The " Fortress Europe ", the EU, is just as much an illusion as the idea that there can
be a humanism in this human tragedy in barbarism or that such a humanism could couter it.
No capitalist state, no state of the counterrevolution, all of which have led and still lead the war, the civil
war against their own people and have driven hundreds of thousands citizens into such misery and poverty as
into destruction of these countries - whether in open war against their own people or by holding them down
with daily state violence and driving them to flee, whether from Poland, whether from Belarus or whether
from today's "Baltic States"; or like the annexation state FRG, which made the citizens of the GDR vagabonds
and thereby became part of the worldwide peoples` migration - will solve the flight worldwide, whether in
Europe or elsewhere, in a peaceful and humane way. Only the oppressed and tormented peoples and their
workers' movement are capable of this. The home of the refugees is the revolution. Only the national and
international workers' movement is capable of making imperialism and the counterrevolution in the former
socialist countries flee. By overthrowing the warmongers and expropriating the expropriators. And in its place
establish the dictatorship of the proletariat. Then and only then will the peoples and their people have their
Home back, in socialism. And for this all working classes in their countries have to stand, because they have
no " motherland " under the rule of the war of the barbarism of their ruling classes. The expulsion from the
homeland finds its end in: "Proletarians and peoples of all countries unite!" Let us make the world a place of
peace, without displacement and flight from death. THE REVOLUTION is our Home - which creates a
homeland for all the displaced and those who remained of the people!
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